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AS220's
Suite 16 Bouquet
is a limited edition portfolio of sixteen prints of flowers by
renowned printmaker: Joseph Norman. These prints are
available for sale to support AS220 for the price of
twenty-five hundred dollars. The patron may choose
five of these prints, contained in an archival clamshell
box.
Additional prints may be purchased for five hundred
dollars each .

Joseph Norman
received his M.F.A. in drawing from the
University of Cincinnati; he also holds an M.A. in art
education from the University of Illinois and a B.S. in art
education from the University of Arkansas. His solo
shows have been seen in the Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston; the Museo de Arte, San Jose, Costa Rica; and
the University at Buffalo Art Gallery among others. The
collections that own his paintings include the Museum
of Modern Art in New York; the Corcoran Gallery in
Washington, D.C.; the National Museum of American
Art; the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts; the Fogg
Museum of Art at Harvard; and the Museum of Fine Arts
at the Rhode Island School of Design.
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AS220
performs a critical role in the New England arts
community by offering a venue for artists, working
in all mediums, who may not find support within the
commercial marketplace. The 'Suite 16 Bouquet'
was created in support of AS220's current Capital
Campaign, which will strengthen AS220's capacity
to serve the arts community of Rhode Island long
into the future .

"For 15 years, AS220 has set the standard for cuHing edge arts organizations,
playing a central, critical role in the remarkable renaissance that more
and more, every day, is Providence. "
-Vincent Cianci
Mayor of Providence, Rl
"AS220's radical genius lies in giving the community at large - 'artist' or dileHantea stage on which to perform, no holds barred. This is what I love about
the place and its inhabitants: at its heart this art space demonstrates
what we all tend to believe, that everyone has a creative impulse which
should be acted on and appreciated."
-Kara Walker
Providence artist,
1997 Recipient, John D. and
Catherine T. MacArthur
Foundation grant
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